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KY Derby Future Book   Worth Your Attention? 
 
It is upon us again.  The annual media frenzy surrounding the Kentucky Derby.  The prognostications 
have begun and so have the Derby prep races that start in Florida and California.  To those of us that 
handicap the horses every day, this narrow focus on a relatively small group of three-year-olds may 
seem extreme and is certainly unfair to the larger population of racehorses that are the backbone of the 
racing game.  Yet the Derby press coverage is a healthy boost for a sport that is relegated to the back 
pages of the newspaper for most of the year.  Anything that can draw positive attention to racing is 
beneficial for the regular bettors if it can lure in more fans and larger wagering pools.  Of interest to 
the media and to some serious handicappers is the Derby future book.  The future book offers wagering 
on the Derby nominees at least one month (and as much as nine months) before the entries are drawn 
for the race.  The odds can be interesting to pundits, but rarely of value to smart handicappers.      
 
Derby future book wagering is a casual bet for most horseplayers and generally confined to the Las 
Vegas sports-books as a prop.  The chances of winning are reduced because the bet is lost if the 
selected horse doesn’t make the race.  The hotels must book the future wagers themselves and they do 
not want to risk too much loss exposure by putting up huge odds.  Value is often hard to find on the top 
contenders and many longshot Kentucky Derby winners pay much better at post time than they do in 
the future book.  This is especially true if the winner was lumped into a large mutuel-field of runners 
that the player can wager as one entity.  The odds on these coupled fields of horses are far lower than 
an individual entrant will pay solo.  This was the case in 1999 when Charismatic won the Derby and 
paid off at 30/1 at Churchill, yet the future-book field wagers that he was often coupled into paid less 
than $20 in most locations.          
 

I made dozens of Ky Derby future bets in the 1980’s when the odds were more generous.  In 1986, the 
early future book odds on Ferdinand to win the Derby were 50/1 at some locations in Las Vegas.  I bet 
$20 on him to win and watched the race at home a few months later. 
 

Ridden by Bill Shoemaker and trained by Charlie Whittingham, Ferdinand went to post at Churchill at 17/1 in the 1986 
Kentucky Derby.  Ferdinand dropped back to last after the start, but the early pace was scorching for a 1-1/4 mile race (45.2 
for the half) and he got a perfect inside trip, passed up the field and won easily.   
 

This was the only future book bet I ever remember cashing.  The payoff was nice, but truthfully I 
doubt my profit on that race exceeded my losses over the years on future book betting.  
 

HDW Provides Derby Future File for HTR Members 
 

HDW has posted a useful file to help us handicap the early contenders.  The file is available now on 
the HTR download web site in the RaceFiles section.  Select CD (Churchill Downs) to find it.  The 
special racefile contains 20 potential Derby contenders and can be viewed in HTR software as if the 
horses were competing in a race today.  The ability to compare early contenders in the software 
provides us with nice advantage over the public that must peruse scattered Daily Racing Form past-
performances without the ability to merge and rank important factors.  
 
There is now a national (25 States) pari-mutuel early Kentucky Derby pool – odds determined by the 
players, not the house.  The first edition of this wager is now closed but there are two similar events 
coming up in a few weeks.  Strategy for futures wagers?  Never accept less than 20/1 for any contender 
and 25/1 is a better guideline.  Inferior odds are unacceptable, even on the mutuel- fields.  If you like a 
horse that is offered for less, then wait for the day of the race to bet him, the odds may be better then.    
Betting chalk in the future book, or on Derby day, has been a disaster for the last 21 years at Churchill 
on the first Saturday in May.  Take a big price or walk away.       
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News for HTR Users  
HTR Las Vegas Seminar 2000 

 

Annual Las Vegas Seminar 
 
Our fifth annual HTR handicapping seminar will be held at the Stardust Hotel in Las Vegas from June 
16 through June 18 (Fri, Sat, Sun).  The seminar is free to all.  HTR members receive a special 
complimentary buffet dinner on Friday night.  The Friday night get-together is an exclusive for HTR 
subscribers and the seminar that evening will be devoted to advanced usage of HTR software for 
profitable handicapping.  Spouses and friends are welcome to attend.  The Saturday events are open to 
the public and the presentations are designed for all handicappers.  The best part about attending our 
seminar is the rapport that takes place between the HTR members as we all learn new ideas and 
creative approaches to handicapping from each other.  On Sunday we spend all day in the Stardust 
racebook, betting the horses and chatting.   
 
Complete details on the schedule of speakers and itinerary will available in the April newsletter.  
Please reserve early if you plan on attending (it is Fathers Day weekend).  The Stardust has set aside 
a limited number of rooms for HTR members that will be available for a $30/night fee on the weekend 
of the seminar.  Call 1-800-834-6757 and tell them you are reserving for “HTR2000”.  You are not 
required to stay at the Stardust to attend the seminar.  If you plan on coming before Friday, or staying 
past Sunday at the Stardust, please tell the reservation clerk when you call but you will be charged the 
regular room rate on the additional nights.  The seminar is always a tremendous learning experience 
for our members each year – hope to see you in Las Vegas! 
 

Do you need Windows 2000? 
 

Some inquiries have been made to me about the new Windows 2000 operating system.  Is it something 
we need to buy for our computers?  If you are a home PC user, the answer is a resounding NO.  The 
Windows 2000 upgrade was designed to take the place of Windows NT, the business and network 
operating software.  Microsoft is even discouraging single PC users from purchasing Windows 2000 
right on the software box with a message that begins with - Which Windows is right for me?  Microsoft 
makes it clear that Windows 2000 was designed for multiple station configurations and not for 
individuals that are using computers for general purposes or small business applications.  Windows 98 
is recommended for the typical PC user.   
 

Some speculation has surfaced that Microsoft is phasing out the ability to use DOS applications as 
well.  This is not entirely true.  The Windows 2000 software will not support an old operating mode 
known as Legacy DOS, but programs written in Microsoft’s Visual Basic such as HTR will run fine 
and are transparent after installation.  There are also reports that many software applications will not 
run in Windows 2000 - some are incompatible, other programs will fail due to bugs in the operating 
system.  Yes, there will no doubt be a profusion of bugs in this new Windows release.  Stay away until 
you are positive that all the software and hardware you use will run as expected.   
 

Full DOS capability is present within Windows 98.  In fact, Windows 98 is actually a façade running 
on top of DOS 7.0.  The only problems are usually printer related and are solved by downloading the 
free DOS drivers from the manufacturer web site.  HTR is a faster application if using Windows 98 
than with previous Windows versions.  If you haven’t done so already, upgrade soon to Windows 98 
for maximum performance of HTR.  
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Systems and Angles Tests 
Earnings Per Start    Estimating Class    

 

Earnings Per Start (EPS) is a popular and uncomplicated method of estimating class.  The idea has 
been around a long time and was an early constituent in all of the hand held calculator type devices 
that preceded computer software in the early 1980’s.  EPS is utilized in many commercial 
handicapping programs to appraise class.  (It is not used in HTR in any manner).  The simple algorithm 
also makes EPS a favorite item with the mail-order systems sellers because of the ease of 
understanding and quick computation. 

 
The primary formula for EPS is to take the Lifetime earnings and divide it by the number of starts.  For 
example, look at the money-box for the two horses shown below. 

 
Horse A   22  02-03-04   $44,000       EPS =  2000 
Horse B   16  01-02-03   $40,000       EPS =  2500 
 

The math is easy here, take the $44,000 that Horse A has earned and divide by the 22 starts to compute 
an EPS of $2000.  Although Horse B has earned less money overall than Horse A, it has superior EPS 
of $2500 and it could be assumed that Horse B has faced tougher opponents.   

 
There are many angles and variations with the use of EPS.  The formula can be altered to give a more 
precise estimate of competition level known as EPV (estimated purse valuation) in which the win, 
place and show totals and the associated purse percentages are calculated separately.  Exhaustive 
statistical studies using EPV and EPS show no advantage to either method.  For our tests herein we 
will stick to the standard EPS algorithm at all times. 
 
Another variation using the EPS is to use the current year/prior year money-box instead of the lifetime 
totals.  This would seem to provide a more recent appraisal of the horse.  I chose to try using 
something slightly different – the horse’s 365 day EPS - giving us an exact one-year snapshot of each 
entrant.  It will be interesting to see if the one-year total can outperform the durable Lifetime earnings 
calculation.  

 
Some handicappers prefer to isolate the earnings even further.  Such as using the Grass race money-box 
by itself to compute EPS when today’s race is on the turf.  No problem, we’ll test that too and utilize 
only grass events and earnings in that examination. 
 

EPS is not as cut-and-dried with maiden races.  Maidens have no wins in their record, so a formula that 
involves purse earnings will be greatly skewed in favor of horses that have run frequently and lost.  
And first time starters and lightly raced runners win all the time in maiden events with no earnings yet 
at all.  I decided to completely ignore straight maidens (Mdn or Msw) and all 2yr old races for this 
study for the above reasons.  On the other hand, it might be interesting to test the EPS formula on 
maiden claiming races.  This is because chronic losers with solid EPS numbers are abundant in the 
maiden claiming ranks - horses that finish 2nd and 3rd all the time, collecting checks but never winning.  
Will the EPS theory be turned on it’s head when ranking these horses or will it surprise us with better 
results than using it on classier races?  We will separate and examine EPS and the maiden claiming 
races by themselves.    

 

Earnings Per Start   Test Results 
 

This first test involves using Lifetime Earnings dividing those earnings by Lifetime Starts to obtain the 
EPS rating and ranking.  The EPS was calculated out to $1 increments in this study, so there are only 
rare ties in the rankings among the thousands of races tested.  Analysis follows on the next page. 
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Earnings Per Start – Lifetime - Non Maidens 
 
Race Types: Non maidens , all distance/surface/class levels.  No 2yr races were used. 
Number of races examined: 13, 996; all were run between Aug 1999 and Feb 2000. 
Number of horses that participated: 111,138; about 8 starters per-race, average. 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          22.9        1.82      0.84 
2          18.4        1.46      0.85 
3          15.7        1.25      0.85 
4          13.0        1.03           
5          10.9        0.87           
6          07.7        0.66           
7          05.6        0.58           
8          03.0        0.43           
9 +        02.9        0.33           

 

Earnings Per Start –Lifetime - Maiden Claimers 
 
Race Types: Maiden Claiming only, all distance/surface/class levels.  No 2yr old races were used. 
Number of races examined: 2,749; all were run between Aug 1999 and Feb 2000. 
Number of horses that participated: 24,601; about 9 starters per-race, average. 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          26.0        2.32      0.86 
2          18.3        1.61      0.83 
3          13.9        1.20      0.77 
4          11.9        0.95           
5          09.5        0.73           
6          07.1        0.56           
7          05.9        0.53           
8          03.6        0.44           
9 +        03.7        0.46           
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Analysis: Earnings Per Start – Lifetime 
 

I often benchmark my data tests by running the MLO over the same set of races to compare the ROI 
and win percentages.  This month, a more useful comparison will come later in this text when I test the 
HTR class rating (CLA) using the exact same sample.  Most handicapping software programs use some 
form of EPS as their primary class computation.  HTR depends on an entirely different algorithm for 
the CLA rating – so it will be interesting to see how the two methods fare when pitted head to head. .   
 

Non Maidens 
 

Using the earnings per start formula with the Lifetime money-box proves to be a modestly useful 
handicapping factor.  The win percentage with non-maidens is about 56% for the top 3 rankings.  
Compare that with the 68% winners you’ll get by betting the top three wagering choices (chalk).  The 
top ranked EPS horses (rank-1) tested out to a decent impact value of 1.82 and that is a positive win 
indicator.  The EPS ROI (return on investment) was not earthshaking, yet at least it beat the track 
takeout by about a nickel, proving that this method is better than nothing if analyzing class with no 
more than a Racing Form in hand.  As a comparison: betting a random horse in each race or betting on 
the wagering favorite in every horserace will result in an ROI of about 0.80 (loss of 20%).  Using EPS 
to find longshots ($20+ mutuels) proved very disappointing in a separate test for the upgraded 
LONGSHOT.EXE program.  
 

Maiden Claimers 
 

Surprise! -the EPS rankings tested much better with maiden claimers than with the non-maidens.  The 
impact value was very high (2.32) and the ROI (0.86) was better for the top-ranked horse’s than in the 
non-maiden test.  Despite the larger than average field size the top 3 ranked horses with EPS won 
nearly 60% of the races.  The top three wagering favorites will win about 70% of all maiden claimers, 
but with a much lower ROI. 
 
There are several possible explanations for EPS doing better with maiden claimers. 
 
§ Horses dropping from straight maiden races (Msw or Mdn) win abundant numbers of maiden claiming 

races.  Most of these class droppers had raced a few times in the tough maiden ranks and been unsuccessful, 
yet may have collected small shares of the huge Msw purses that major tracks offer.  Sharp handicappers do 
not need EPS to remind them that droppers from straight maiden races - that have shown even the slightest 
spark of life - will look vastly improved when facing inferior maiden claimers. 

 
§ By the second half of the year, the older maiden claiming ranks are full of chronic losers.  The losers that 

have shown the most consistency (reflected in their EPS) will start to win despite their bridesmaid 
reputations, as they are defeating similar horses with even worse records of futility.  This depletion of the 
maiden claiming ranks happens as a result of natural attrition – horses with the slightest talent or 
determination will defeat a field of maiden claimers within a few starts and leave the losers behind to race 
again among themselves.  Kind of a reverse law of the jungle – only the weak survive to fight (and lose) 
another day in the maiden claiming ranks!  Some horses that still cannot win on the major circuit after many 
tries are shipped to the minors where their EPS will standout among the pathetic local maiden claiming 
fields. 

 
§ Cheap speed types that can gain the front and set the pace in maiden claimers will eventually find a field 

they can take wire to wire.  Before they do, these horses have usually finished in-the-money and collected a 
few checks which elevates their EPS ranking vs. slower foes. 
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Earnings Per Start – One Year Earnings 
 

The previous test used the Lifetime money-box.  The data below comes from using the horse’s 365-day 
Starts and Earnings.  This 365-day information is available from HDW and Equibase, but is not listed 
in the Daily Racing Form.  The ‘Form displays Current Year/Previous Year money-box only. 
 

Earnings Per Start – 365 Day – Non-Maidens 
 
Race Types: Non maidens , all distance/surface/class levels.  No 2yr races were used. 
Number of races examined: 13, 996; all were run between Aug 1999 and Feb 2000. 
Number of horses that participated: 111,138; about 8 starters per-race, average. 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          22.6        1.79      0.81 
2          18.3        1.45      0.84 
3          14.9        1.18      0.84 
4          12.8        1.02           
5          10.7        0.86           
6          08.4        0.72           
7          05.5        0.57           
8          03.4        0.49           
9 +        03.3        0.37           

 

Earnings Per Start – 365 Day - Maiden Claimers 
 
Race Types: Maiden Claiming only, all distance/surface/class levels.  No 2yr old races were used. 
Number of races examined: 2,749; all were run between Aug 1999 and Feb 2000. 
Number of horses that participated: 24,601; about 9 starters per-race, average. 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          26.1        2.33      0.86 
2          18.5        1.62      0.86 
3          14.1        1.19      0.75 
4          11.0        0.85           
5          09.0        0.69           
6          08.0        0.62           
7          05.7        0.53           
8          04.1        0.51           
9 +        03.5        0.45           
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 Analysis: Earnings Per Start – One Year 
 

The same race sample was used to compute the 1year EPS test.  Instead of using lifetime data though, 
the EPS in this test was computed by using (only) the immediate 365 days of activity for each horse.  
Be sure you are clear on that distinction.  An entrant that has not raced in the previous 365 days will 
receive a zero for this EPS test. 
 
Results are weaker in all aspects of the 365-day data as compared to the Lifetime results.  The one 
bright spot remains the #1 ranked EPS entrant in maiden claimers – the impact value (2.33) is very 
impressive. 
 
Using earnings as a measure of class has particular problems.  Please consider the following points - 
 
§ Purse inflation.  There is a wide distortion in purse valuation between equal class levels worldwide.  In some 

locations the purses are increased based on conditions that have nothing to do with actual quality of the 
horses.  An example of this is slot machines at racetracks.  Legislation mandates that a certain percentage of 
the slot revenue be appropriated to purse money.  The increase in purses has a marginal effect on the quality 
of the competing horses and distorts the earnings picture. 

 
§ Races for 2yr olds.  Racetracks want to attract quality younger runners and build stable loyalty.  Purses for 

2yr old events are much higher than the comparative money for older runners.  This is especially true with 
the multitude of special stakes races held at all locations for the babies.  Many fast 2yr olds win early sprint 
stakes races with purses of $50,000 and up, later to become average claimers as they get older. 

 
§ Breeder and Statebred incentives.  Horseracing is part of each State’s agriculture department and there is an 

economic incentive to perpetuate thoroughbred industry through added money for races restricted to horses 
bred in that State or country.  Purses are increased greatly for locally bred horses.  This distorts the earnings 
picture because Statebred races are typically inferior class-wise to open races in which all runners can 
compete. 

 
§ Lifetime earnings apparently help to iron out some of the distorted purse situations that might misconstrue 

EPS comparisons in a one-year period.  Earnings are not a particularly good measure of thoroughbred 
quality for the short term and should be viewed with extra skepticism among young horses. 

 
§ Many owners, breeders and stables are politically active in their State or Province.  They can greatly 

manipulate the purse structure for to their advantage, particularly if the horses are locally bred.  The 
economic impact of thoroughbred racing spreads beyond the racetrack grandstand in ways that most 
horseplayers never think about.  EPS is fundamentally a measure of successful stable management rather 
than a barometer of actual ability. 

 
§ An examination of grass racing and EPS follows on the next page.  Turf races are generally open races (not 

Statebred) that are most often carded for older runners.  If we compute EPS for turf earnings only, we may 
be able to remove some of the problems as outlined above.  However, a new twist comes into play when 
dealing with grass earnings from foreign races.  The translated earnings listed for horses that have raced 
outside North America will nearly always understate their true class.  This occurs due to a combination of 
lower purse offerings in other nations and the fluctuating exchange rates of foreign money to US dollars.  
This is particularly true for horses shipping from England and Ireland where purses are much too low for the 
quality of horses that compete there.  The primary reason for low purses in Great Britain is that most of the 
wagering on horse racing is done through off-track bookmakers and there is no percentage extracted for 
purse money. 
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Earnings Per Start  Turf Racing 
 

This test isolates grass races.  The Starts and Earnings are taken from the horse’s Lifetime turf record 
only.  The races used in the test were all grass races.  If a horse has no grass record (first time on turf), 
then it is given a zero for the EPS rating.  In theory, this should be a more equitable appraisal of turf 
runners.  Maiden races and two-year-olds were not tested.  Sprint turf races were included. 
 

Earnings Per Start – Lifetime -Turf Races Only 
 
Race Types: Non maidens , all distance/surface/class levels run on grass only.  No 2yr races were used. 
Number of races examined: 1,922; all were run between Aug 1999 and Feb 2000. 
Number of horses that participated: 16,854; about 9 starters per-race, average. 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          23.3        2.01      0.89 
2          17.8        1.52      0.84 
3          16.3        1.33      0.87 
4          11.8        0.99           
5          10.2        0.82           
6          07.1        0.61           
7          04.9        0.49           
8          04.1        0.51           
9 +        04.5        0.43           

 

Isolating the grass records of horse’s entered in turf races has some value, yet beyond the top ranked 
horse (rank 1) the results are disappointing.  An impact value of 2.01 and ROI of 0.89 (11% loss) is 
very good for the horses that rank best with EPS in the turf events.      
 
Permit me to digress a minute and discuss ROI as it relates to large sample tests.  The ROI is computed by 
theoretically betting $2 to win on every horse with the shown ranking.  For example – in the above sample there 
were 1,954 horses that achieved the top ranking (rank-1) when compared to their opponent’s EPS.  The sample 
race size was 1,922 as shown in the header of the test chart.  This means there were a few races in which two 
horses tied for the top ranking (32 to be exact).  To correctly compute the ROI, the tied horses are also wagered 
upon, so the total amount bet for this sample is $3908.00 (1,954 horses x $2).  The total winnings returned for 
the 710 winners (23.3% win rate) was $3,464.53.  This amounts to an 11% loss or about a 0.89 ROI.  
 
In all large samples of statistical racing data there is a sizable percentage of horses that are not worthy win bets 
for most players – such as low priced favorites (7/5 odds or less).  These low odds favorites are included in the 
ROI test results despite the fact that they severely depress the eventual return.  These horses would need to 
win at rate of 50% to achieve the 1.00 (break-even) ROI – an impossible potential. 
 
As a prolific statistician for 20 years, I have rarely come across large sample test results with an ROI above 
1.00.  If the ROI is 0.90 or better, this is a significant achievement and indicates good winning potential for the 
factor if the bets are held to horses with reasonable odds (4/1 or more).  An ROI of 0.80 is normal for any 
random factor and is the typical return when wagering on race favorites.   
 
A low winning percentage (below 20%) combined with a strong ROI (0.90 or better), indicates numerous 
longshots are hitting with that factor. 
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EPS vs. HTR’s Class Rating (CLA) 
 

Earnings Per Start is a reasonable method of making class comparisons for thoroughbreds.  The top 
ranked horses win far more than their share of races (impact value) and the rating is particularly strong 
with maiden claimers.  Why not use it in the HTR software then? 
 

The class rating (CLA) generated in HTR is an attempt to estimate an approximate competitive level for 
each horse without using earnings.  The computer peruses recent races for each entrant and looks at 
three things to determine the class number- 
 
1. The competition level of each recent start. 
2. Performance of the horse vs. the quality of that competition. 
3. Consistency of performances vs. competition level. 
 

The competition level combines the par of the race (PAR) and the race performance rating to estimate 
how tough each individual race may have been.  The ACL (average competition level) is the average of 
the last three competition levels for each runner.  Class ratings in HTR are estimated for foreign 
shippers and first time starters based on any other factors available including sire statistics. 
 

It is not that important for the reader to understand every nuance of the HTR class algorithm.  It is 
sufficient to accept the premise that the class rating was designed to estimate the competitive race level 
where each entrant fits currently.  How it performs versus the EPS ratings is our focus for the rest of 
this newsletter.  The CLA rating is one of the factors exported with the HTR4MSA application and in the 
HTR modeler, enabling you to check this factor yourself for profit potential.   
 
Rather than submit the complete CLA statistical tables, I’ll use a comparative chart to show how the 
CLA rating performs versus the EPS using the exact same race data as used in the EPS Lifetime 
earnings tests. 
 

Item                                EPS       CLA 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Ties per 1000 races (1-rank)             8           1      
 

Win percent Non-maidens (1-rank)        22.9%      25.0% 
Win percent Maiden Clm (1-rank)         26.0%      29.8% 
Win percent Turf (1-rank)               23.3%      24.9% 
 

Win percent Non-mdn (1-2-3 rank)        55.8%      60.1% 
Win percent Maiden Clm (1-2-3 rank)     58.2%      65.0% 
Win percent Turf (1-2-3 rank)           57.4%      58.5% 
 

ROI Non-maidens (1-rank)                0.84       0.86 
ROI Mdn Clm (1-rank)                    0.86       1.01 
ROI Turf (1-rank)                       0.89       0.90 
 

ROI Non-maidens (2-rank)                0.85       0.87 
ROI Mdn Clm (2-rank)                    0.83       0.91 
ROI Turf (2-rank)                       0.84       0.83 

 

Analysis follows. 
 

Analysis: EPS and CLA Ratings 
 

In most areas examined, the CLA rating outperforms the EPS statistically.  The CLA rating has several 
additional advantages over EPS as well: the CLA rating is estimated for every horse, not just those with 
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earnings – thus allowing all entrants and race-types to be considered.  The CLA is congruent to the 
listed par for the race, allowing direct appraisal of a horse’s competitive level.   
 
The EPS and CLA and both do very well with maiden claimers.  In fact, the best outcome of this whole 
test is the positive ROI shown with the rank-1 CLA horses.  This is an indication of the strength of the 
rating with droppers (from Msw) and with first time starters.  I did not test the straight maidens in this 
study, but past results have been excellent for the Msw races as well, although the ROI tends to be 
weak due to a high percentage of winning favorites. 
 

Turf races were the one category where the EPS performed nearly as well as the CLA rating.  Better 
results were expected from both, but the ROI for the 1-ranking was solid in each case.   
 
Last September, a test of the CLA rating on non-maiden grass routes resulted in different win rates 
and ROI and included a positive ROI for the 1-rank.  That test did exclude grass sprints and was 
based on races between May and Sept., which tend to be higher class races (with smaller fields) at 
the top tracks and all on dry turf.  When testing grass races on a year-around basis there are far more 
wet turf races, claimers and larger fields to reduce the win percentage.  I bring this up to alert the 
handicapper that seasonal results can vary, and so can weekly results!  That is why it is imperative to 
keep a current model with most up-to-date statistics at individual tracks.  Large samples of race data, 
such as those examined in this newsletter, are great for generalizing about the potency of factors and 
to estimate potential profitability and longshot tendencies, yet not so great for the kind of short term 
bias and betting opportunities that the HTR Modeler can uncover. 
 

As I stated in here previously, mass sample tests from a variety of tracks rarely result in an ROI above 
1.00.  If another vendor or software distributor or system seller brags otherwise, ask them for 
documentation or a comma-delimited file suitable for testing of their data, such as our HTR4MSA 
application.  (We won’t even talk about the expense of downloading 5,000 or more races from them).  
If you receive an advertisement that claims a highly profitable ROI at all tracks after tens of thousands 
of unfiltered races – the solicitor is fabricating the results.  

 
Conclusion and Final Thoughts 

 

Measuring and quantifying class is not an easy task.  Earnings-per-start is a reasonable approach that 
worked better in earlier decades when purse levels were representative of actual quality.  Today, 
earnings as class is too ambiguous due to so many variables present with thoroughbred prize money.  
The HTR class rating is more sophisticated method of estimating competitive class and will remain as 
our primary class component until a better method is found.  I am working on improving the CLA 
rating all the time, and we’ll talk extensively about the intangibles of class at our annual seminar in 
June in Las Vegas.  
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Late News and Contact Information 
 

Software Upgrades 
 

A bout of the flu set me back a week or more on the various software upgrades.  I will 
announce a model update soon.  If you are on my email list you will get it instantly when it is 
completed. 
 

If you plan to attend the seminar in June, please email or call my voicemail to let us know you 
are coming.  This will help us estimate the number of handouts we need to print.  All 
materials are free and there is no charge for the seminar itself.  Please join us at the Stardust 
on June 16th.    
 
 
 
 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-220-1230 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then placed 
on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR can view 
the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR download 
customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  
Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

 
 
KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 
All data is provided under contract and by permission from Handicappers Data Warehouse Inc and Equibase Corp. 


